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Flocking After a Fashion

The belief that language is something social has for more
a century been popularly held by linguists.
(1975:793) observes

Thus,

than

Koerner

that

'Ever since the appearance of W h i t n e y ' s books in
the 1860s and 1870s it has been almost universally
recognized that language is a product of society,
a social institution.'
And the belief in question has not been restricted
as is clear from the following remarks by K a t z

to

linguists,

(1981:7):

'Quine can introduce his book [Word and Object
R . P . B . ] with the sentence "Language is a social
art"
that is, he can say it without support
because this view is so widely held.
We see
it endorsed across the spectrum from popular
writers on language to sophisticated linguists.'
Sociologists, obviously, have held a 'social' conception of
guage too, as has been recently observed by Pateman

'... it has seemed wellnigh obvious to many linguists (and all sociologists) that languages are
social facts ...'
The fashionability of the belief that language is something
social, thus, appears to be well-documented.

lan-

(1987:57):

But what

is
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'social' supposed to mean in a principled o n t o l o g i c a l
What has been the ontological justification
language as a social object
as social objects)?
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'Language
is as it is because of the functions
it
has evolved
to serve in people's
lives ...'
(Hal liday
1978:A)

5.2

Styling It a la Saussure

Ferdinand de Saussure, on various accounts, portrayed
as something that is essentially
social

'phenomenon',

'fact' or

social:

language

m o r e specifically, a

'institution'.^

Like

other

aspects of Saussure's linguistic thinking, however, his
guistic ontology

is less than fully perspicuous.

serious Saussure scholars as Koerner
tioned the accuracy of the way
Saussure in his Cours

And

lin-

such

(1973:45ff.) have

ques-

in which the remarks made by

(1916/1965) on the

'social character

language' have been construed ontologically.

tentious to attempt to give an exegesis of these remarks
more prudent would be to consider
been understood

by Koerner

lars such as Kaldewaij

of Spence's

here;

the way in which they have

(1973) and other more careful

scho-

(1986).

At the basis of Saussure's linguistic ontology
partite distinction

of

It would be pre-

'langue vs. parole vs.

(1957:1) synoptic formulation,

system of signs existing

lies his

langage'.
la langue

tri-

In terms
is 'a

in the minds of the members of a

speech community'^ La parole,

also on his summary

formulation,

is 'the free-speech activity of the individual, the use he
makes of la langue'Le

langage

is the global phenomenon of
4

language

(in general), including both la langue

As used by Saussure to clarify
and parole,,
ner's

neither

and la

the d i s t i n c t i o n between

'social' nor

parole.

langue

'individual' are, on Koer-

(1973:55, 59) reading, technical

terms:

'... expressions like "social" versus "individual"
are never taken up as technical terms, but [are]
used in a comparatively unspecified sense ...'
(p. 58)
The

'rather general meaning'

attached by Saussure to

'social'.
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moreover,

'would change with the angle from w h i c h he

(i.e.,

R . P . B . ) viewed linguistic p h e n o m e n a ' .

Thus,

Saussure

on K o e r n e r ' s reading, Saussure considers langue
in the following

1.

It is

to be

'collectively based':

collectivity of the

existing only in

'masse parlante';

'consentement collectif';

2.

'masse

It is a

having its source in the

It is

set up by

sociale'.^
'conventional'

thing and, as such,

'learned' through social
3.

the

based on a

'esprit collectif' of a given community;
a

'social'

senses:

is

interaction.

'semiological in character'

or

'communicative

in nature ' .
4.

It is

'subjected to the inertia of society'

in that

changes are adopted
g in a conservative way by the
speech community.

Two general points should be noted in c o n n e c t i o n w i t h 1 - 4
above.
the

First, as

'collectivity'

'social' is used by S a u s s u r e , it is only
sense of 1

bearing on the ontological status of langue.
'social' bears on the way in which langue

As used in 2,

is a c q u i r e d .

as used in 3 and 4, 'social' bears on the function of
and on the mode in which langue

And
langue

changes, r e s p e c t i v e l y .

the ontological

import of core notions

lante/sociale',

'consentement/esprit c o l l e c t i f

clarified

in

that 'social' has a direct

by Saussure in any rigorous way.

e.g.

Second,

'masse

par-

is not

This is a short-

coming shared by other social conceptions of language, a point
to be taken up again below.

Koerner
langue

(1973:45, 49, 52, 53, 54), m o r e o v e r , contends
is not considered by Saussure to be

Durkheimian

sense of constituting an e x t e r n a l constraint
q

the individual in his speech acts.
ner

that

'social' in the
on

On the c o n t r a r y , as Koer-

(1973:52) observes, Saussure more than once noted

'the in-
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d i v i d u a l ' s liberty

in the speech

act'.^^

Various linguists, including Wells
have considered
the term

'social' to indicate that

the status of an idealisation.
gue

(1947) and Kaldewaij

(the concept of) langue

tal variants found in the community
(1986:19)

---

individual and

that uses the

following W e l l s

however, that assigning langue

has

Viewed as an idealisation,

would abstract away from irrelevant

Kaldewaij

(1986),

the possibility that S a u s s u r e may have used

language.

(1947)

the status of an

lan-

dialec-

notes,
idealisation

would be inconsistent with reraarl<s such as the following by
Saussure

(1983:100):

'So the notion of a linguistic state can only be
an approximation.
In static linguistics, as in
most sciences, no demonstration is possible
without a conventional simplification of the data.'"'''
From this passage, Kaldewaij observes,

it is clear that Saus-

sure concedes that idealisation has to be used in
linguistics.

synchronic

But Saussure sees the use of idealisations as a

necessary evil, as something not to be encouraged.
sumably makes it unlikely that he would
an idealisation

This pre-

assign the status of

to so fundamental a concept as

langue.

There are other ways too in which the o n t o l o g i c a l status of
Saussure's langue
above, the Cours
as something
traying

is less than transparent.

seen

social.

But the Cours

also contains remarks

langue
por-

langue as something p s y c h o l o g i c a l , as has been noted

by various scholars.
as

As we have

contains a variety of remarks portraying

Salverda

(1985:17),

for example,

comments

follows:
'As for psychology, note that for De Saussure "tout
est psvcholoqique dans la langue" (CLG 21).
This
holds not only for the signifie, but also for the
siqnifiant or image acoustique (CLG 98). The whole
language sign is an "entite psychologique" (CLG 99).
Also, the langue was seen as the product of the
natural "faculte linguistique" of human beings (CLG
26-27).
The langue itself was an object existing
in the mind or brain of every speaker of the language community (CLG 38), a kind of collective mental property.'^ 2

Relevant in this context, too, is Saussure's

(1983:77)

charac-
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terization of langue

as 'the whole set of linguistic

[emphasis a d d e d ] which enables the speaker
to make himself understood'.

On a c o n v e n t i o n a l

habits, of course, are psychological

mean to Saussure?

Is langue

sentially

Or is langue

social?

and

construal,

entities.

In connection with Saussure's linguistic o n t o l o g y ,
tions such as the following arise:

habits

to understand

What does

essentially

then,

ques-

'psychological'

psychological

ontologically m i x e d ?

or esHow

could langue be social and psychological at the same

time?

Or do we have ontological confusion here on S a u s s u r e ' s

part?

The answers to these questions are not clear, a fact that

has

given rise to a variety of conflicting

what

Saussure

interpretations

'really' meant by alternatively

'psychological' and

calling

uses

put forward

(1986:18, 20), for example

'psychological'

langue

'social'.

A first, conservative, interpretation
Kaldewaij

of

is that

nontechnically and in a negative

to contrast his conception of langue

'psychological'

indicate that his conception of langue
In this regard, Salverda

(1983:8),

concludes:

lan-

logico-philosophical.

On a second, m o r e speculative, interpretation,

tic one.

sense:

with conceptions of

guage as something physical or something

various uses of the term

by

Saussure

Saussure's

have been t a k e n to

is actually a m e n t a l i s -

(1985:17),

following

Dik

'Thus, De Saussure takes a clear m e n t a l i s t position, giving a realist psychological interpretation of the object of linguistics ...'
On this construal, the question arises as to what a
mental property' could be.

not have derived an answer to this q u e s t i o n
associationist psychology
Salverda's interpretation,

'collective

Salverda notes that S a u s s u r e
from the

in the work of Paul.

Saussure,

'seems to have preferred

ner

The problem with this i n t e r p r e t a t i o n

(1973:52) has argued strongly

against

on

the m o r e

social psychology of collective representation proposed
Durkheim'.

could

individual

by

is that KoerDoroszewski

that, in the few cases where S a u s s u r e uses the term

repre-
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sentation

'has no particular technical m e a n i n g [e.g. the Durk, 1 4
R.P.B.] attached to it . . . .
So, the

heimian one

ontological status of Saussure's langue
tially psychological

A third

is quite

as something

essen-

opaque.

interpretation would be that what Saussure takes to be

essential

(or central) to langue

logical.

This, in fact, is Koerner's view.

is neither

social nor
He

psycho-

(1973:56-59)

argues that it is the semiological or sign character of
that Saussure took to be its
(1973:58-59) observes

'central' a s p e c t .

Thus,

langue

Koerner

that

'Language as a system of signs and its mechanism
constitute the central aspects of Saussurean
theory, and social aspects of language are referred to whenever necessary (e.g. for the explanation of certain features of language change),
but hardly amount to much more than commonplace
observations and appear to be used as superficial
coating of matters which are intrinsically linguistic in nature.'
Koerner

(1973:57) deals at length with

'Saussure's

emphasis

on the semiological over and above the sociological aspect of
language and its study'.
argues that

In particular, K o e r n e r

'Saussure appears to have claimed

a social fact just because of its semiological
The expression
pects of langue:
means used
neither

'the semiological character'
(a) its communicative

in this function, namely

(a) nor

In sum:

refers to two as-

function and

in a

substance

is in a technical sense something

is

character'.

(b) the

(a system of) signs. From

(b) it can be inferred

way that, as far as ontological

(1973:56)

that language

straightforward

is concerned,

langue

'social'.

the conception of language which has been

attributed

to Saussure is in various ways opaque and arbitrary.
ontological characterization of langue,

As an

this conception

is

quite shallow, possibly because Saussure considered

ontologi-

cal questions to lie outside

Conse-

linguistics p r o p e r . ^ ^

quently, it cannot be cited in support of the contention
there is a clear Saussurian sense in which

that

language can be

ontologically construed as something e s s e n t i a l l y

social.

Nor,

for the same reason, can this conception be cited in support
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of the contention that language is essentially
logical or

something

psycho-

autonomous.

So far, we have looked at some of the general ways in which
Saussure's linguistic ontology

is problematic.

This

ontology,

in addition, exhibits various more specific s h o r t c o m i n g s ,
has been claimed.

An interesting subset of these

cussed, for example, by Kaldewaij
58-59)

(1986:19) and Pateman

reflects tensions that exist b e t w e e n the

of linguistic variation and the concept of langue.
hand, Saussure

(1987:

phenomenon

On the one

(1983:13) recognizes the phenomenon of

variation, as is clear from the following

it

dis-

linguistic

statements:

'All the individuals linguistically linl^ed in this
manner will establish among themselves a kind of
mean:
all of them will reproduce
doubtless
not exactly, but approximately
the same
links to the same concepts.'1o

On the other hand, Saussure portrays langue
homogeneous

system that exists perfectly

as a

self-contained,

in collectivity

To account for the former variability langue
of a particular

language system

dialect or sub-dialect.

sense

could be equated with a

This is what Saussure

(1983:89-90)

seems to suggest when he characterizes the object of
linguistics in the following

only.

in the

synchronic

terms:

'The object of synchronic study does not comprise
everything which is simultaneous, but only the
set of facts corresponding to any particular language.
In this, it will take into account w h e r e
necessary a division into dialects and subdialects.
The term synchronic,
in fact, is not
sufficiently precise.
Idiosynchronic
would be a
better term, even though it is m o r e c u m b e r s o m e . ' 1 7
But then the object of synchronic linguistics would
gue,

for as Saussure

not be

lan-

(1983:13) sees it,

'... the language is never complete in any single
individual, but exists perfectly only in collectivity. ' 1 8
So, in a nutshell, Saussure seems not to have been able to reconcile the view of langue
the phenomenon of

as something essentially

'idiosynchronic'

social

linguistic v a r i a t i o n .

with
This

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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means, of course, that in regard to empirical

import

Saussure's

'social' conception of language is at variance with an
tant aspect of linguistic
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Lining I t W i t h L a b o v i a n Lore

William Labov, too, believes that the phenomenon of
chronic'

'idiosyn-

linguistic variation poses a serious problem

Saussurian linguistic ontology.

Thus, Labov

for a

(1972:108)

claims:

of c o u r s e , repre'the very concept of idiolect,
sents a defeat for the Saussurian notion of langue
as the general possession of the speech community.'^^
A t the same time, however, Labov
retain the idea that langue,

(n.d.:9) clearly wishes to

'as the common

property of the

speech community', is what linguists are studying.
quires him to reconcile the notion of langue

This re-

with what

Pateman
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(1987:59) calls
this, Labov

'the reality of linguistic variation'.

so-called variable

rules, for describing what he calls

regular patterns of the speech community'.
sider

syncrasies of any given

selves

con-

'the

idio-

individual'.

How successful, then, has Labov been in his attempt
the idea that langue

rule,

'the

H e does not

it the aim of linguistic analysis to describe

munity'?

To do

(e.g. 1977) proposes a new Icind of linguistic

to

rescue

is 'a common property of the speech

It is with this question that we will concern

comour-

below.

L a b o v i a n variable rules characterize
use of a variable
in a particular

in a statistical way

linguistic feature or form

speech community

(e.g. the

the

copula)

(e.g. that of the spealters of

the Blaclc English V e r n a c u l a r ) . S u c h

rules specify

the

fre-

quency or frequencies with which such a variable feature or
form will be affected

(e.g. by contraction and d e l e t i o n )

in the

presence of such factors as social class, age, sex, r a c e and
level of formality.
variable rule and an

The essence of the difference b e t w e e n a
obligatory categorial rule of the

con-

ventional sort is characterized as follows by Bic)certon
460):

An obligatory rule says:

ment X, use feature Y'.

'When you recognize

A variable rule, by c o n t r a s t ,

'When you recognize environment X, use feature Y

(1971:

environsays:

Z% of

the

time'.

In regard

to the ontological import of v a r i a b l e r u l e s ,

Labov

(1977:125) has made a number of strong c l a i m s , including
follov;ing

the

two:

(CI)

Variable rules are
Icnowledge of the

(C2)

'a part of the spealter's

language'.

Variable rules are not

'statistical

state-

ments or approximations

to some ideal or

grammar', but represent

'quantitative

tions

true

rela-

which are the form of the grammar

itself.

Both these ontological claims of Labov's have come in for

severe

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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criticism.
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As for (CI):

critics take variable rules as giving

statisti-

cal summaries or 'capsulizations' of observed behaviour of a
speech community.
about a group.

That is, variable rules express claims

Yet, in terms of (CI), such rules are claimed

to belong to individuals.

Bic)<erton (1971:460-461) and others

have argued that Labov leaves it quite unclear what the idea
of 'Itnowing a variable rule' entails for the mind of the individual spealter.

On the one hand, it is unclear how the infor-

mation summarized by variable rules could be acquired by
children learning the language.

The essence of Biclterton's

(1971:460) discussion of this acquisition problem is neatly
summarized as follows by Newmeyer

(1983:80):

'Since speech communities are clearly not homogeneous, different members of it would have to be
assumed to have the ability to calculate identical
probabilities for the variables involved on the
basis of exposure to different frequencies!'

As we will see directly below, this assumption has rather questionable ontological

implications.

On the other hand, as Bickerton (1971:460-461) shows, it is
unclear how variable rules would

'operate'.

Quite exotic as-

sumptions would have to be made about the underlying mental
processes required to keep the individual's variable rule behaviour within the statistical limits set in the rule(s) for his
group.

Commenting in general terms on these

Bickerton

assumptions,

(1971:461) observes that:

'Labov's results are AS IF the processes I have just
described somehow actually took place, and if those
results came about in any other way, the onus is on
him to show the means.
Meanwhile, though our ignorance of the mind is still immense,
one may hazard
a guess that the processes just described are
beyond its unaided and individual power. Yet "something" must be adjusting individual behaviour to
conform with certain norms, and, if we rule out the
mind of the individual, we are left with some kind
of supra-individual entity, i.e. a "group mind".'

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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Returning to the above-mentioned problem of accounting for the
individual's acquisition of variable rules:

accounting

for

this acquisitional feat, too, would seem to require the postulation of such a 'group mind'.

Since, as Newmeyer

(1983:80)

notes:
'Variable-rule advocates seem to have placed themselves in the position of implicitly endorsing
a theory of language acquisition that guarantees
that any tv/o speakers in the community will be
led to hypothesize the same rule.'
The Durkheimian notion of a 'group mind' has been treated with
a considerable measure of skepticism.

Rex

(1961:46) takes the

view that the concept of a 'group mind' is not necessarily
legitimate'.

'il-

He is willing to permit recourse to this concept

'provided that its meaning is made clear and statements about
it [are] made in a verifiable form.

Durkheim's use of this

concept, hovjever, fails on Rex's view to meet these

conditions,

thereby representing no more than 'the reification of the concept'.

Parsons

(1968:357) is even less attracted to this con-

cept than Rex, judging it to be 'merely a metaphysical assumption'.

The notion of a 'group mind' is unable, therefore, to

provide the necessary link between what is claimed to be social
and the minds of

As for

(C2):

individuals.^^

variable rules, it has been argued, do not re-

present quantitative relations that exist as part of a social
linguistic reality.
Labov's methodology.

Rather, such rules are artefacts of
Pateman (1987:60), for instance, comments

as follows:
'Labov's methodology is to collect speech data from
individuals, subject variation in the data (e.g.
phonetic realization of a phoneme, most famously
/r/) to statistical analysis to establish linguistic and objectivistically defined social correlates
of the variation, and then vjrite variable rules
which will generate the appropriate variant for any
linguistic or social context.
Why the variable
rule should be regarded as other than an artefact
of the methodology
a theoretical fiction
is completely unexplained.'
Labov

(1977:127) himself sees neither his methods nor his

largement' of the concept of 'rule of grammar' as

'en-

'radical revi-
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sions of generative grammar and phonology'.
their ontological consequences,

But, in terms of

these methods and this

'con-

ceptual enlargement' represent the most radical kind of
sion' conceivable.
the concepts of

The use of the

'revi-

(qualitative) methods and

'generative grammar and phonology' do not

entail the postulation of rules that are fictitious

in the way

that Labovian variable rules are on Pateman's analysis.
innovations, consequently, have turned
into an enterprise

'generative

Labov's

grammar'

that makes no substantive ontological

claims

at all.

T o return to our guiding question:

How successful has Labov

been in his attempt at rescuing the idea that langue
common property

of the speech community'.

the answer seems to be.

'Not

On one analysis of his attempt, Labov,

like Saussure, has to locate langue

in an ontologically

lous entity, namely a 'group mind'.
Labov has to say that langue
If the claim that langue

is a

On another

'theoretical

is something

No need

empty.

to ask

assumption,

for it.

freshly

Statistics
known

opposed

sion makes

of

we met

towards

Buyer.

is ontol-

Here

is your

third

false

as:

be sewn

Blunder,

on to the seams
the idea

of language

as much

nude.

cousin

'social'

Fallacy

as Bill's

about

Dear

formulated

can

to the use

of a natty

fiction'.

24

The Figures

Also

nebu-

analysis,

social does in fact re-

duce to either of these two positions, then
ogically

is 'a

spectacularly',

the French

(This

sense

the end

language

as the

it is rumoured,
t Vitalstatistix

of chapter

1.)

language.
as

a quantitative

ontologically

Bill,

Physicalis

that

has

of

is a
whose

dimen-

notion
distant
friends
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5.4

Slipping Into Something Sapirean

Language is primarily a cultural and social product.

This

view has been taken by some to represent the core of Edward
Sapir's

(1949a:160) linguistic ontology.^^

course, is:
something

The

question, of

What has Sapir meant by saying that language is

'cultural' or 'social'?

Two things, in terms of

relatively recent analyses by Katz (1981:7-3) and Kaldewaij
(1986:52-53).

On the one hand, by saying that language is something

cultural,

Sapir (1921:4) means that, like other cultural entities, language is learned.

That is, Sapir contends that, unlike bio-

logical functions, language does not develop
the individual.

'organically' in

Thus, Sapir (1921:4) states that

'Walking is an organic, an instinctive, function
... speech is a non-instinctive, acquired, "cultural" function.'26
Katz

(1981:8) observes that Sapir advanced this view of lan-

guage acquisition in the first part of the century when the
social sciences were in the ascendant.

Within this context,

the view that language is learned non-instinctively might have
seemed obviously correct to many.

But, Katz maintains,

view of language acquisition has become highly
since Chomsky's revival of nativism.

this

controversial

Chomsky, Katz

(1981:8)

notes,
'calls attention to factors that are completely
overlooked in arguments like Sapir's:
the possibility of ethological models of instinctive behavior which contain hypotheses about releasing
mechanisms ...'
That is, Chomsky has presented evidence indicating that language acquisition is essentially a matter of
'growth'.

On Chomsky's view, the environment

cultural, etc.
and shaping

biological
social,

plays the restricted role of triggering

'language growth'.^''

In support of his theory of

language acquisition, Chomsky observes that for many of the
linguistic principles acquired by children there is no evi-
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dence in the environment
takes place.

in which

(first-)language

Chomsky's observations

ment from the poverty of the stimulus'
viev; that humans are not biologically
As a consequence,

these observations

in which Sapir considers

predestined
undermine

have seen elsewhere

(Botha 1991:55), Popper

wise contended

'language learning'

to be

In fact, however, Chomsky's argument
stimulus empirically

sense

cultural.

'social'

in

And as we

(1972:49) has

is not

cultural and social', a process that is not

Sapir's

to talk.

the first

language to be something

'learned through social interaction'.

that

'the argu-

discredit

Recall that Saussure, too, considered langue
the sense of

acquisition

knovm as

'natural

like-

but

'gene-regulated'.

from the poverty of the

undermines any conception of language on

which language is something cultural or social in the sense of
28
'developmentally non-innate'.
In connection with this generalization, it should be borne in mind that our interest

in

any particular conception of language is not primarily of a
historical sort.

We are concerned, rather, with the general

ontological lessons which may be learned from
conceptions of language, past and

influential

present.

On the other hand, by saying that language is something
tural', Sapir seems to mean that, like other cultural
language

is subject to a striking m e a s u r e of variation.

following remarks by Sapir
of

'cul-

entities,
The

(1921:4) evidence this, second,

sense

'cultural':
'Speech is a human activity that varies without
assignable limit as we pass from social group to
social group, because it is a purely historical
heritage of the group, the product of longcontinued social usage.
It varies as all creative effort varies
not as consciously,
perhaps, but nonetheless as truly as do the
religions, the beliefs, the customs, and the
arts of different peoples.'

Sapir, however, significantly
the

qualifies this strong view of

'limitless' variability of language.

and Fought

As shown by Hymes

(1975:993), Sapir does not believe that

are completely unique.

For example, Sapir

languages

(1921:200)

observes

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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that
'It would be easy to relieve ourselves of the burden
of constructive thinking and to take the standpoint
that each language has its unique history and therefore its unique structure.'
Not only does Sapir reject this

'easy' standpoint or

'uncon-

structive' way of thinking;

he also, p o s i t i v e l y , b e l i e v e s in
29
the existence of linguistic universals.
This b e l i e f , Hymes
and Fought

(1975:993-994) show, is manifested

logy', in his

'universalizing

investigations

in his insistence that a (relativistic and

in Sapir's

'in terms

which

are drawn from the prevailing "universal" a r t i c u l a t o r y

classi-

sounds'.

Something not mentioned by Hymes and Fought
Sapir appears

(1975) is

that

to have believed that the v a r i a b i l i t y of

in the individual
paring

and

distributional)

classification of sound units should be done

fication of

'typo-

in semantics'

is subject to innate c o n s t r a i n t s .

language

T h u s , com-

language to art, he (1921:220) contends that, as a form

of expression,

language may be

'endlessly varied in the individual w i t h o u t thereby
and it is conlosing its distinctive contours;
stantly reshaping itself as is all art.'
The constraints

imposed by the

'distinctive contours'

to be intended by Sapir in the sense of
as witness his

(1921:218) following

'innate

appear

constraints',

remark:

'If it can be shown that culture has an innate
form [emphasis added
R . P . B . l , a series of
contours, quite apart from subject matter of
any description whatsoever, we h a v e something
in culture that may serve as a term of comparison with and possibly a means of relating it to
language.'
Sapir's view that language has an
language has
constrains

'innate form'

or

that

'distinctive contours' of a fixed sort

its variability

to be reconciled

in the individual has, of

that
course,

in some way with his view that an innate

plays no role in language acquisition.
is not clear to me.

Equally unclear is the o n t o l o g i c a l

gory status of an entity that has an

form

How this is to be done
cate-

'innate form' but that is

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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of. a 'cultural' rather than a biological sort.

What is clear

though is that, in regard to variability, language on Sapir's
own view is 'cultural' to a lower degree than are religions,
beliefs, customs and so on.

Unfortunately, of course, all of

this means that the second sense in which Sapir considers
guage to be cultural is less than

lan-

transparent.

And there are other important ways in v/hich language
guistic patterns) differs from culture

(or cultural

(or linpatterns)

on Sapir's view.^"
First, cultural and linguistic entities differ in regard to the
ways in which they change.

Thus, Sapir

(1921:100, 102) believes

cultural entities to change faster than linguistic forms. This
is so because, on his view, people are more conscious of cultural entities than of linguistic forms.

In this connection,

Sapir (1949c:100) concludes that
'changes in culture are the result to at least a
considerable extent, of conscious processes or
of processes more easily made conscious, whereas
those of language are to be explained, if explained at all, as due to the more minute action
of psychological factors beyond the control of
will or reflection.'
And, significantly, unlike the 'drift of culture', the

'drift

of language' on Sapir's (1921:219) view is 'not properly concerned with changes of content at all, merely with changes in
formal expression'.

Sapir (1921:219) accordingly

concludes

that
'... we shall do well to hold the drifts of language and of culture to be non-comparable and
unrelated processes.'

Second, Sapir
other

(1949c:549) ta)ces language to differ from many

'cultural patterns' in regard to the

ficance' of its forms.

'functional

He (1949c:547) contends that,

signi'ordina-

rily' , a cultural pattern is to be defined in terms of both
'function' and

'form'.

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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'... the two concepts being inseparably intertwined in practice, however convenient it may be
to dissociate them in theory.'
Sapir moreover provides for the possibility that, in the case
of some cultural patterns, form has 'functional

significance':

their form can be explained in terms of its function(s), even
though such an explanation may be possible
only.

But, Sapir

'after the event'

(1949c:549) notes,

'Language has the somewhat exceptional property
that its forms are, for the most part, indirect
rather than direct in their functional significance.
The sounds, words, grammatical forms,
syntactic constructions, and other linguistic
forms that we assimilate in childhood have only
value in so far as society has tacitly agreed
to see them as symbols of reference.'
In regard to 'functional significance', linguistic forms are
more closely related to 'aesthetic products' or

'artistic pro-

ductions' than to patterns of cultural behaviour.

As Sapir

(1949c:550) puts it:
'Whatever may be true of other types of cultural
behaviour, we can safely say that the forms of
speech developed in the different parts of the
world are at once free and necessary, in the
sense in which all artistic productions are free
and necessary.'
Linguistic forms, he believes, 'bear only the loosest relation
to t h e c u l t u r a l needs of a given society'.

So, even within

Sapir's own conceptual framework, linguistic forms differ in
important ways from (other) cultural products or patterns.
This means, then, that even in a Sapirean sense language is
not a typical

'cultural product'.

But, even just within the context of Sapir's own thought, more
problems beset his (1949a:166) view that language is a
ral product'.

'cultu-

A first such internal problem concerns the alter-

native ways in which Sapir characterizes the
between (what he calls) 'language' and

relationship

'culture'.

Thus in ad-

dition to claiming that language is a 'cultural product', he
also states that language is one'of the

'aspects of culture'

(1949b:7), that languaga is 'a phase of human culture'

(1921:

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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11) and, later, that language
(1949a:162).

is

'the symbolic guide to culture'

But it is only in terras of the loosest of

formu-

lations, surely, that a thing A can be coherently conceived

of

as being at once a product of, an aspect of, a phase of and a
guide to a second thing B!

Nor is it immediately

what seem to be four ontologically d i s p a r a t e
of the relationship between
reconciled with one

A second

'language' and

obvious

how

characterizations

'culture' are to be

another.

internal problem concerns S a p i r ' s use of the notion

of a 'product'
product'.
218), is

'whac

trast, he

in his portrayal of language as a

'cultural

'Culture', on an early d e f i n i t i o n of Sapir's
a society does or thinks'.

(1921:218) defines as

'Language', by con-

'a p a r t i c u l a r how

As for the relation between the two, Sapir
that he cannot

'believe

that culture and

true sense causally related'.
ceive of language as a

{1921:

of

thought'.

(1921:218)

states

language are in any

Yet, later, he is able to con-

'(cultural) p r o d u c t ' .

But, if B is the

product of A , then conventionally one would conceive of A as
having been involved

in some sense in the causation of B.

Again, this indicates how complex and opaque the
between

'language' and

Conceivably,
ties' and

'culture' is in S a p i r ' s

it might be contended that all these

'opacities' would disappear

relationship

thin)<ing.^^
'complexi-

if one were to

'parcel

out' seemingly conflicting views into d i f f e r e n t phases of
Sapir's thinking, distinguishing, for e x a m p l e , between an
'earlier Sapir', a 'later Sapir', and so on.
these phases, so the contention might
ontology

Within each of

go, Sapir's

linguistic

is free of internal conflicts, such conflicts

due to an unwarranted

being

'telescoping' of d i f f e r e n t views hold by

him at different times.

But, however readily conceivable

this

line of thought may be, as of now it is mere speculation;

all

of it has yet to be shown.

Notice that

if Sapir's early definition of

particular how

'language' as

of thought' were taken literally,

would be something mental or p s y c h o l o g i c a l .

'a

language

This brings us to

the second dimension of Sapir's conception of language:
dimension in terms of which language has certain

the

psychological

http://spilplus.journals.ac.za/
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characteristics or properties.

Sapir, indeed, has been con-

sidered by some to be an (embryonic) conceptualist:

someone

(embryonically) portraying language as a mental entity or
phenomenon.

This construal of Sapir's linguistic ontology

has

been standardly motivated with reference to his (1949c, 1949d)
contention that phonemes, as units within linguistic

patterns

or configurations, are 'psychologically r e a l ' . I n

calling

phonemes

e.g. c and d in English

'psychologically

real', Sapir appears to say essentially three
1.

things:

phonemes are not physical entities in the sense of
'physical entities' defined in terms of objective
articulatory and acoustic properties

2.

(1949d:46);

phonemes are not abstractions in the sense of
tions' created for descriptive purposes by

'fic-

linguists

(1949d:46-47);
3.

phonemes are entities which naive speakers and
hearers

'feel' themselves to be pronouncing and

hearing

(1949d:47).^^

It is not clear whether the psychologism expressed

in 3. could

be extended in a coherent and systematic way so as to yield a
conception in terms of which (a) language is something that
naive speakers and hearers 'feel' themselves to be using.

For

example, whether there is an analogous way of assigning
psychological reality to syntactic units or structures which
of course are even more abstract than phonemes, is a question
not discussed explicitly by Sapir.

Nor does he attempt to

relate his position on psychological reality to his earlier
psychologistic definition of language as
thought'.

'a particular how of

What the ontological category of a 'how' would be in

a psychological context is likewise left

unclear.

Nor is either Sapir's position on psychological reality or
his psychologistic definition of language explicitly
him with his attribution of a set of four
ties/characteristics/peculiarities'

linked by

'psychological

to language.

quali-

To these

psychological qualities, which are of a functional sort, Sapir
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(1949b:13) assigns the status of
gical facts'.

'universally valid

psycholo-

In Sapir's own words, these properties are the

following:
1.

'language is a perfect symbolism for experience'
(1949b:12):

language is 'a medium for the handling

of all references and meanings that a given culture
is capable of ...'
2.

(1949b:10);

'in the actual context of behavior
not be divorced from action'
guage does not only
and

'refer to',

'language
zation'

lan-

'interpret'

'substitutes'

(1949b:11);

... is rarely a purely referential organi-

(1949b:11):

'it is the carrier of an in-

finitely varied expressiveness'
4.

'mould',

'discover experience', but it also

for experience
3.

[language] can-

(1 949b:12-13 ) ;

(1949b:13);

'the referential form systems which are actualized in
language behavior do not need speech in its literal
sense in order to preserve their substantial
(1949b:13):

integrity'

as a symbolic means language has, in

more contemporary terms, the property of medium-transferability.

Returning to the general point:

what I have called the

'psycho-

logical dimension' of Sapir's linguistic ontology is difficult
to fathom.

Sapir's characterization of language as something

psychological appears to consist of unconnected fragments, many
34
of whose ontological import is less than clear.
This is perhaps unsurprising given Sapir's (1921:11) view that
'We can profitably discuss the intention, the form,
and the history of speech, precisely as we discuss
the nature of any other phase of human culture
say art or religion
as an institutional
or cultural entity, leaving the organic and psychological mechanisms back of it as something to be
taken for granted.'
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The remarks just quoted reflect a further aspect of Sapir's
linguistic ontology that is insufficiently well

articulated:

the way in which language, as a 'phase of human culture', is
related to the 'psychological mechanisms back of it'.
cretely:

Con-

What has one to make of something that is at once

a 'phase/product of culture' and 'a particular how of

thought'?

How is one to conceive of the ontological category of a 'cultural product' or 'a phase of culture' that has certain
'psychological qualities'?

Questions such as these are not

addressed directly by Sapir.

Sapir does, however, seem to regard the 'psychological mechanisms back of [language] as belonging to individual

psychology.

This may be inferred from the way in which he (1949a) draws
the distinction between 'individual' and

'social behavior'.

Sapir (1949a:544) takes it for granted that all human behaviour involves

'essentially the same types of mental func-

tioning, as well conscious as unconscious.'

He takes it for

granted, moreover, that the term 'social' is no more exclusive
of the concept

'unconscious' than is the term

'individual'.

And accordingly he assumes that 'any kind of psychology

that

explains the behavior of the individual also explains the behavior of society'.

This means that Sapir doss not find the

essential difference between individual and social behaviour
to be in the psychology of the behaviour itself.

He

(1949a:

545) considers social behaviour to be
'merely the sum or, better, arrangement of such aspects of individual behavior as are referred to
culture patterns that have their proper context,
not in the spatial and temporal continuities of
biological behavior, but in historical sequences
that are imputed to actual behavior by a principle
of selection.'
He thus defines the difference between individual and
behaviour

social

'not in terms of kind or essence, but in terms of

organization'.

In regard to essence, therefore, social or

cultural behaviour, on Sapir's view, is 'objectively no more
and no less individual' than individual behaviour.

Sapir {1949a:544, 548) accordingly rejects the idea of postu-
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latirig a 'social unconsciousness',

'social mind' or

'racial

mind' to account for the unconscious patterning of social and
cultural behaviour.

He believes that

'It (i.e., the concept of a "social" or "racial
mind"
R.P.B.] introduces more difficulties than it solves, while we have all we need
for the psychological understanding of social
behavior in the facts of individual psychology.'35
This means that in so far as language is something

psycholog-

ical to Sapir, it is part of individual psychology.
Sapir's (1949a:545, 555) conceptual framework,

Within

therefore,

'social' contrasts not with 'individual' but rather with
'biological'.

But these inferences are too general to con-

tribute much to elucidating the specific way in which

language,

as 'a phase of human culture', is related to 'the psychological mechanisms back of it'.

To conclude:

Sapir's linguistic ontology clearly does not

provide sufficient support for the claim that language can
be credibly construed as something cultural.
work is rich in content in various ways;

Certainly his

certainly his work

deserves the 'systematic, full scale study' called for by
Hymes and Fought

(1975:994).

But study of an exegetic sort

is unlikely to produce satisfactory answers to questions
about Sapir's linguistic ontology such as those raised above.
That is, chances are slim, it appears to me, that exegesis
would yield a well-articulated Sapirean

'cultural' conception

of language.

Hymes (1970:258), interestingly, argues that the 'thrust of
Sapir's first writing on language in relation to culture ...
is to separate the two'.

And, in positive terms, Hymes

(1970:

260), contends that
'Sapir's work in this period can be seen as a hymn
to the autonomy of linguistic form.'
As regards the autonomy of linguistic form, Hymes

(1970:261)

considers the 'parallel to the views of de Saussure in the
same period

[to be] striking'.

This means that any

systematic

study of Sapir's linguistic ontology would have to explore also
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the way

in which a third dimension, an

intertwined v/ith the other
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and
Dear
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6.1.3

below.)

5.5

That

Getting Dressed Down Like Dummett

(a) language

philosophers

is a social phenomenon is a belief

too have commonly held.

which

Many have done

so

the influence of Wittgenstein, who on Michael D u m m e t t ' s
471) reading

'is well known to have taken language

as a social activity'.
gives one a good

flaws of this

A language, Dummett

(1986:473) contends,

which people engage'.^^
sense:

This practice is

'it is learned from others and

most

language.

'is a practice
'social'

in

in a dual

[it] is c o n s t i t u t e d

rules which it is part of social custom to follow'.
(1986:474) stresses

these

some of the

'social' conception of

'the role of convention

in

Moreover,

the shortcomings of Dummett's linguistic o n t o l o g y , as

fundamental

belief

have had

mind when portraying language as something social.

have been laid bare by Chomsky, illustrate

(1986:

primarily

Dummett's a r t i c u l a t i o n of this

idea of what these philosophers

under

by

Dummett

[or r u l e ] in Ian-
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guage :
'Conventions, whether they be expressly taught or
picked up piecemeal, are what constitute a social
practice;
to repudiate the role of convention is
to deny that language is in this sense a social
practice.'

Dummett (1986:468, 475) moreover takes as 'fundamental'

the

'notion' or 'sense of a language' in terms of which a language
'exists independently of any particular speakers'.

This

notion, Dumraett (1986:468) observes, provides for
'a common language as spoken at a given time
either a language properly so called, such as
English or Russian, or a dialect of such a language . '
In terms of this 'fundamental sense' of a language, every
vidual speaker

'has' a language.

But, Dummett

indi-

'acknowledges',

any individual speaker has only a 'partial, and partly erroneous grasp of the language'.^"'

To Dummett

(1986:475), to say that a speaker

guage' is tantamount to saying that he
tice'.

As for the notion of

considers it to require

'grasps a lan-

'has mastered a prac-

'a practice', Dummett

(1986:475)

'rather careful philosophical

charac-

terization' :
'To the question whether mastery of a practice is
theoretical or practical knowledge we can only
reply that the characterization is too crude: it
falls between.'
Mastery of a language is not

'practical knowledge', for one

cannot try to spea)c a language, say Spanish, or tell whether
someone else is speaking it, if one does not know the language.
This, on Dummett's (1986:475) view, makes mastery of a language
'a genuine case of knowledge'.

It does not however, on his

view, make mastery of a language a case of
ledge'.

This is because the content of

'theoretical

'theoretical

know-

knowledge'

of a practice would be, for him, 'a fully explicit description'
of the practice.
476) maintains,

And in the case of a language, Dummett

(1986:

'such a description would be a theory of

meaning for that language . . . ' .

And such a description he con-
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siders

'exceedingly difficult' to give.

Dummett's conception of language instantiates what Chomsky
(1989:8) holds to be

'a picture ... [that] is very widely ac-

cepted, and in fact, is implicit in most of the general discussions about language and thought among

philosophers,

linguists, psychologists, and others, and of course in common
sense discourse'.

And, Chomsky argues, this

'everyday' or

'common sense' conception of language exhibits various
38
flaws, to which we now turn.

serious

A first cluster of criticisms of Chomsky's is aimed at the
wellfoundedness, internal coherence and logic of the notions
'shared language',

'superlanguage',

munity language'.

For example, Chomsky

'common language' and

'com-

(1989:9) observes that

it is striking that despite the constant reliance on some
notion of

'community language', 'there is virtually no attempt
39
to explain what it might be .
And even if some notion of
'shared language' could be developed, it is unclear to Chomsky
(1989:9) 'what is the point of the exercise'.
As he puts it;
'For the inquiry into the nature of language, .or
language acquisition and change, or any of the
topics of linguistic inquiry, the notion would
appear to have no use ... [not] even for sociolinguistics, if we treat it seriously.'

Chomsky

(1980:118), moreover, has argued that it is not clear

that the notion of a 'superlanguage' is 'even coherent'.
his view, speakers of what is loosely called

On

'English' do not

have partial knowledge of some English superlanguage,

'but

rather have knowledge of systems that are similar but in part
conflict'. Chomsky accepts Putnam's observation that in a
'sufficiently complex society' speakers will defer to

'experts'

to explain the meaning of terms that they do not fully understand.

But from this observation it does not follow, as Dum-

mett seems to believe, that there exists
a kind of

'superlanguage'.

'a shared

Rather, Chomsky

language',

(1980:118) main-

tains ,
'From this observation [of Putnam's] we may conclude
merely that each person has an internalized grammar
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that leaves certain questions open, and is willing
to turn to others to answer the open questions.'
The flawed nature of the logic involved in Dumraett's postulation of the notion of
by Chomsky
words.

'shared language' is further

illustrated

(1989:10) with reference to the pronunciation of

Having invited his readers to consider the fact that

Jones understands Smith vjhen the latter uses the word
refer to trees, Chomsky

'tree' to

(1989:10) argues:

'Does it follow that Jones and Smith grasp the same
meaning, an object of the common or abstract language?
If so, then we should draw the analogous
conclusion about pronunciation, given that Jones
understands Smith to be saying "tree"; since Jones
understands Smith, it must be that there is some
object of the common language, the real or common
pronunciation of "tree," that Jones and Smith both
grasp.
No one is inclined to make that move.
Rather, we say that Jones and Smith have managed a
mutual accommodation that allows Jones, sometimes
at least, to select an expression of his own language that, for the purposes at hand, matches v/ell
enough the one that Smith has produced.'
Chomsky sees no need to proceed to the

'absurd conclusion'

that there is a common pronunciation that Smith and Jones share
(in part), with a 'partially erroneous grasp' in Dummett's
sense.

A second set of criticisms is directed by Chomsky at the rudimentary empirical import of Dummett's
language.

To begin with, Chomsky

'fundamental sense' of a

(1980:118) queries the ex-

tension of this notion by aslting:
'How broadly should the "superlanguage" German extend? To Dutch?
If not, why not, since it will
presumably cover dialects that differ from one
another more or less in the way some of them differ from Dutch.'
Chomsky (1988d:3) further observes that people who live near
the Dutch border can communicate quite well with those
on the German side.

living

But, according to the sense of the term

'language' that Dummett takes to be 'fundamental', these people
speak two different languages.

And, Chomsky proceeds, the

people on the German side of the border, with their

'partial

knowledge' of German as a language in Dummett's sense, may
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understand nothing spoken by people who live in some other
region and v/ho 'have' a different

'partial knowledge'

German as a language in Dummett's sense.

of

It is for reasons

such as these, Chomsky concludes, that no concept of

'(a) lan-

guage' such as Dummett's plays any role in empirical

inquiry

into language and psychology.

Continuing this line of criticism, Chomsky
that Dummett's concept of 'a language' is
inquiry into language acquisition.

(1988d:3) argues
'useless' in actual

Chomsky

(1988d:3) illus-

trates this claim with reference to a state of affairs

that

he sketches as follows;
'In ordinary usage, we say that a child of five
and a foreign adult are on their way towards
acquiring English, but we have no way to designate whatever it is,that they "have.'? The child,
in the normal course of events, will come to
"have" English (at least partially and erroneously), though the foreigner probably will not.
But if all adults were suddenly to die and children were somehow to survive, then whatever it
is they are speaking would be a human language,
though one that does not now exist.'
Dummett's

'ordinary usage' provides

any of this', Chomsky concludes.
this usage involves too many
As embodied in Dummett's

'no useful way to describe

The reason for this is that

'obscure concerns and

interest'.

'fundamental sense of a language',

these concerns and interests include, as Chomsky

(1988c:5) puts

it, 'complex and obscure sociopolitical, historical,
and normative-teleological elements'.

cultural

Chomsky allov/s for the

possibility that these 'elements' may be of some interest for
'the sociology of identification within various social and
political communities and the study of authority
These

structure'.

'elements' however, in Chomsky's opinion, lie 'far beyond

any useful inquiry into the nature of language or the study of
meaning or the psychology of users of language'. .
A third set of criticisms is directed by Chomsky at the notions of

'social custom' and 'social practice' that form the

conceptual core of Dummett's linguistic ontology.

Chomsky

(1988d:4) expounds these criticisms with reference to the sen-
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tences
Mary

(1) Mary

expects

expects

to feed

to feed

herself.

herself

and

(2) I wonder

feed herself is to be taken to be predicated
feed

herself

from Mary.

is predicated of some
From

who

He notes that, whereas in

(2), accordingly,

(1)

of Mary, in (2)

(female) person distinct
it follows for Chomsky

that

I wonder which female person Mary expects to feed that

same

person, but not that I wonder which person Mary expects

to

feed Mary herself.

Chomsky considers

how we know these facts.

'pertinent'

the question

The answer seems to him to be that

the initial stage of the shared language

faculty

incorporates

certain principles concerning referential dependence.
contends, once certain options left undetermined

And, he

in the

initial

state are fixed by elementary experience, we have no more
choice in interpreting

(1) or

(2) than we have in

something as, say, a red triangle or a person.
these lines, Chomsky

perceiving

Arguing

(1988d:4) arrives at the general

along

point

that
'Social custom appears to have nothing to do with
the matter in such cases, though in all of them,
early experience helps to set certain details of
the invariant, biologically-determined mechanisms
of the mind/brain.'
This appears to Chomsky to be

'true rather generally'

about

the acquisition of knowledge of language.

And he judges

proposals of Dummett and others concerning

'social

the

practice'

to be false as an empirical fact, if these proposals are taken
literally.

'At the very least', Chomsky

(1988d:4)

observes,

'some argument would be required to show why they should be
considered

seriously'.

Construing

language as a social practice leads, Chomsky

4) contends, to the belief that knowledge of

language

(1988d:

is the

ability to engage in such practice, as Dummett in fact

suggests.

This belief, according to Chomsky, is consonant with the

'com-

mon construal of knowledge more generally as a kind of ability!,
a construal defended, for example, by Kenny

(1 984 :1 38ff) .

In

terms of the former belief and latter construal, there is no
(sharp) distinction between having knowledge of a language and
the ability to use one's language or, alternatively,

to put
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one's knowledge to use.
Chomsky

The failure to draw this

distinction,

(1988d:4-5) finds, is a substantial flaw in the con-

ception of language as a social practice:
'... the approach in terms of practical ability
has proven entirely unproductive and can be sustained only by understanding "ability" in a way
that departs radically from ordinary usage.'
In fleshing out this criticism, Chomsky

(1988d:5) invites his

readers to suppose that Jones, a speaker of some variety of
English, improves his ability to speak his language by taking
a public speaking course, or loses this ability because of injury or disease, later recovering that ability with the aid of
a drug.

In all such cases, Chomsky contends, something

constant

what he calls a 'property K'

ability to speak, understand, etc. varies.

remains

whereas
This property K is

said, in ordinary language, to be knowledge of

language.

Drawing a distinction between knowledge of language and the
ability to use this knowledge makes it possible to say that
Jones's knowledge of (a variety of) English remained
while his ability to use this knowledge improved,

constant,

declined,

recovered, etc.

Because of their failure to draw a distinction between knowledge of language and the ability to use this
Dummett and others have to construct

knowledge,

'artificial

concepts

divorced from ordinary usage' to account for instances
as the Jones case.

This point Chomsky

such

(1988d:5) unpacks as fol-

lows :
'If knowledge is ability, then the property K
must be a kind of ability, though plainly not
ability in the quite useful normal sense of the
word, since ability varied while K remained constant. We must therefore contrive a new technical sense of the term "ability," call it
K-ability. Then K-ability remained constant
while ability varied. K-ability is completely
divorced from ability, and has the properties
of the old concept of knowledge, and might as
well be called "knowledge", doctrinal matters
aside.'
Chomsky considers it rather

'ironic' that these

'moves' by

Dummett and others should be presented in the spirit of the
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later Wittgenstein.

It was Wittgenstein, Chomsky notes,

constantly argued against the practice of constructing

who

arti-

ficial concepts, divorced

from ordinary usage, in defence of

philosophical doctrines.

The Wittgensteinian construal

knowledge as a species of ability seems to Chomsky
to be

'a paradigm example of the practice that

of

(1988d:5)

Wittgenstein

held to be a fundamental source of philosophical

error'.^^

In response to Chomsky, Dummett and others could point out
that they deliberately refrained
language' with

from equating

'practical knowledge'.

'mastery of

But they would have to

do more than this before they would have an effective
to Chomsky's criticisms.
of

T h a t is, in clarifying

'social practice' and

'mastery of

counter

their

notions

language', they would

have to give in addition a detailed account of the

'Jones

cases', an account which would have to be free of the questionable consequences brought to light by Chomsky.

As things stand at present, Chomsky has shown that the Dummettian or

'common sense' conception of

allowing an adequate

language is incapable of

factual account of various phenomena. Among

these phenomena, the following are particularly
phenomenon of children and foreigners

embarrassing:

'on their way

acquiring a language', the phenomenon of speakers
and having knowledge of

(differences

of sentences such as Mary
who Mary expects

expects

in) the

to feed

acquiring

interpretation

herself

and I

wonder

to feed herself, and the phenomenon of varia-

tion in a mature speaker's ability to speak and understand
language.

the

towards

his

The inability of the c o m m o n sense conception of

language to provide a basis for understanding
phenomena goes to show, on Chomsky's

such

factual

(1988d:3) analysis,

that

the view of rational inquiry held by Dummett and others is
unfruitful.

Rational inquiry, Chomsky observes, is not

study of everything'.

Rather, he (1988d:3-4)

maintains,

'... in rational inquiry we idealize to selected
domains in such a way (we h o p e ) as to permit us
to discover crucial features of the world- Data
and observations, in the sciences, have an instrumental character;
they are of no particular

'the
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interest in themselves, but only insofar as they
constitute evidence that permits one to d e t e r m i n e
fundamental features of the real world ... . '
The study of
opinion, on

'language' in Dummett's sense verges, in C h o m s k y ' s
42
'the study of everything'.
And this, ultimately,

is why Dummett has failed to give, as Chomsky
it, 'useful sense'
nomenon.

(1989:11)

to the notion that language

Nor has the usefulness of this notion been

by the careless use of concepts such as
'norms' and

'communities'.

these concepts

Chomsky

puts

is a social

'misuse of

{1988d:20-21)

phe-

enhanced

language',
considers

'obscure' and cautions in particular a g a i n s t

use of the notion of

the

'community':

'Communities are formed in all sorts of o v e r l a p p i n g
ways, and the study of communities and their norms
quickly degenerates into the study of everything.'
This point of Chomsky's, clearly, is damaging to all
ontologies

including the Saussurian one

vide for a notion of

Fallacy

Number

conceptions

Five

Focus

pro-

in terms of

'(a) community'.^^

concerns
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5.6

Poring Over Pateman's

Pattern

This brings us to the attempt, mentioned by Chomsky
to explain what a
man's

language' m i g h t be:

(1987:73ff.) account of languages as

facts'.
is an

'community

(1989:9),

Trevor

Pate-

'sociopolitical

The

'basic idea' of this account is that a language
44
(intentional) object of (mutual) belief.
Given this

basic idea, Pateman
English

(1987:75) contends, the reality of

(language) is constituted as a sociopolitical

through its appearance as the intentional object of
mutual beliefs.
the question

The reply given by a

(the)
fact

speakers'

(male) informant S to

'VJhat language do you speak?' may be recorded by

an anthropologist, Pateman

(1987:73) suggests,

in the

follow-

ing form:

'S believes, of the language he speaks, that it is

English".

'English' appears here as the intentional

of S's belief.

object

And the intentional occurrence of English is

referentially opaque.

This is so b e c a u s e , Pateman

(1987:74)

observes, from the fact that some S believes he speaks
it does not follow that he believes he speaks Engelska,
he may not know that

'Engelska'

is the Swedish for

English,
since

'English'.

This referential opacity of the name of the language makes it
possible, on Pateman's view, for the

language S speaks and

S's beliefs about the language he speaks to vary

for

independently

of each other.
Hew are speakers supposed to acquire
to them by Pateman?

It is

the beliefs

'obvious' he

(1987:74)

that the beliefs speakers have as to which

attributed
considers,

language they are

native speakers of are not beliefs they acquired by
the language they speak.

Nor, Pateman holds, do

acquire such beliefs by matching the
some language previously named.

language they speak with

R a t h e r , Pateman

suggests, speakers are told which language
example, overhearing

speakers of a foreign

first time, a speaker may be told
We speak English'.

As Pateman

inspecting

speakers

(1987:74)

they speak.

For

language for the

'They are speaking

French.

(1987:75) sees it:

'The belief [that we speak E n g l i s h ] is acquired
on authority and, consequently, is a mutual
belief:
I believe I am a speaker of English
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because you believe I am, and I believe you
believe you are a speaker of E n g l i s h , and so on.'
Pateman

(1987:77-79) believes there to be five

to approaching
belief.

'advantages'

languages as intentional o b j e c t s of m u t u a l

T o illustrate the general nature

of these

tages', I indicate below no more than the g i s t of

(A1)

The approach allows for the possibility
speakers who agree that they are all

'advaneach:

that

speakers

of English can genuinely d i s a g r e e a b o u t w h a t
English
(A2)

is.

The approach allows for people to a c q u i r e ,
to and change their beliefs a b o u t w h a t

add

English

is.
(A3)

The approach provides for a s o l u t i o n to the
problem of the limits of the o p e r a t i o n of
scriptivism in space and

(A4)

The approach is able to 'handle' the
of hypercorrection

(AS)

phenomenon

'with ease'.

The approach allows an 'approach'

to

about linguistic standardization and

questions
hegemony

without abolishing the d i s t i n c t i o n between
'external history' of language(s) and
'internal

(1987:79) considers his

intentionalist

'capture the hermeneutic moment of languages

non-linguistic, social facts:
fine their

the

its/their

history'.

In a n u t s h e l l , Pateman
approach to

pre-

time.

the m o m e n t

in w h i c h actors

as
de-

world'.

What, then, are the
of languages as

'disadvantages' of Pateman's

'social facts'?

of these disadvantages is rather

Chomsky's

conception

(1989:9) d i a g n o s i s

destructive:

'It is very doubtful that this [intentionalistl
account (of languages]
or any like it
captures a real object of the real world, psychological or social.'
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This is so, Chomsky argues, because people establish
of community' in all sorts of intersecting ways.

'bonds

They have,

he suggests, all sorts of connections with others and also all
sorts of beliefs about others and about themselves.

Given the

transient and fluctuating beliefs and associations of people,
it is far from clear to Chomsky that there is a coherent
45
notion of a 'common' or 'community language' here.
It is
doubtful to Chomsky moreover that 'suitable
would be of any help.

idealization'

To clarify this, he (1989:9) compares

the character of communities and the practices of their members to the height and weight of people:
'If we range people by height and weight, we
will find some closer to others, but there are
no objective categories of "tall", "short",
"heavy", and "light", or any reasonable idealizations to be constructed.
Communities and
the linguistic practices of their members have
much the same character, as far as is known,
1
Chomsky accordingly concludes that there is no reason to
believe that the notions forming the core of Pateman's
tionalist conception of language are

inten-

'coherent notions, at

least for the purpose of theoretical understanding'.

In simi-

lar vein, Carr (1990:109) has found no reason to assume that
the belief that one speaks a language should be taken to be a
belief about an 'object of theoretical linguistic

inquiry'.

Significantly, Pateman himself seems to believe that his intentionalist conception of languages as social facts is useless as a tool for arriving at some theoretical
of what languages are.

understanding

This is clear from the fact that he

(1987) adopts a 'dualist' linguistic ontology that provides
for two conceptions of language.

The first of these is the

intentionalist conception on which a language is a 'social
fact' that is not simultaneously a 'linguistic fact'.^®
second conception of language adopted by Pateman

The

(1987:45ff.)

is one that portrays a language as a 'natural kind'.

On Pate-

man's (1987:46) view languages are 'natural kinds' in the
sense that they are distinguishable

from other human or animal

semiotic systems by essential, natural and replicable

proper-
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ties.

For Pateman, Chomsky's nativist conception

of.language

instantiates a linguistic ontology which portrays
as natural

Which

brings

us to a sixth

The

Frills

function
A conception

frills

for

social

of language

in the real

world'

self-defeating
of Che body

makes

garment:
to wear

are

can be used
conceptions

B e i n g In With

to create
of

to capture
Dear

think.

a garment

such

Trevor's

is sufficiently
facts

'a real

Buyer,
that

Trap

a

language.

that fails

sociopolitical

ful of Philosophical

5.7

assumption:

one

it on!

nonfunctionality

languages

false

Fallacy

Philosophical

such

languages

kinds.

there

is

fixed

of a

is no

the belief
if

is prettified

the

something

social, namely Esa I t k o n e n ' s

A philosopher of linguistics,

has attempted

The

hand-

Itkonen

to prove the primarily
guage' .

that

a

Frills.

1983b) articulation.
(1978:95)

part
that

idea

with

Let us consider one m o r e articulation of the idea that
is essentially

object
garishly

to use

language
(1978/

Itkonen

'the W i t t g e n s t e i n i a n

approach

social nature of knowledge and

lan-

product of this attempt of his (1978:136) is a

'social notion' of language

in terms of which

'Language is a set of rules existing at the level
of common knowledge,
and grammar is a (theoretical) description of these rules, or of this knowledge.'
Itkonen's

(1978:122) stock example of a rule of language is the

'rule of English that the definite a r t i c l e precedes
not follow) the noun'.

scribed by the rule-sentence
precedes the

noun.'".

(and

This rule, in his terminology,
"In English the d e f i n i t e

is

does
'de-

article
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Rules, Itkonen

(1978:122) contends, are

intentional social behaviour'.
'in turn manifested

'norms which

govern

And rules, on his vie«, are

by this same {rule-follovjing)

behaviour'.

In virtue of the normative nature of rules of language,
(1978:124) talces any speech act to be either correct
follows the rules) or incorrect
rules).

(if it fails to follow

The normativity of rules of language, on his

124) view, is not construed out of
That is, this normativity
is ontologically more

'something more

constituents of actions.

intentional

intentions are

necessary

to do something, one must be

at least under some d e s c r i p t i o n , what one is

Consequently,

parable from action.

Itlconen considers Icnowledge to be inseA n d , for Itlconen (1 978: 1 23), this malces

'necessarily social'.

is necessarily

that

He talces intentions, moreover, to be

'at least potentially conscious:

Icnowledge

elementary'.

basic.

since, Itlconen (1978:122) believes,

able to know,

the
(1978:

is not r e d u c i b l e to something

The behaviour governed by rules of language is

doing'.

Itkonen

(if it

From the belief that Icnowledge

social, Itlconen (1978:123) judges, at least a

trio of consequences

'follows':

'First, that to be able to do an action x, a person
A m u s t !<;now the action-concept "X", that is, he
must be able to identify instances of "X" done by
himself or by others.
Second, A mast Icnow that
others know "X" and, third, A m u s t Icnow that others
Icnow that he Icnows "X". When this is the case, we
say that "X" is an object of common
knowledge.'
To Itlconen
about

(1 978:1 25), common Icnowledge is,

'what everybody Icnows that everybody

' in a

nutshell',

Icnows, or ought

to

Icnow' .

The common Icnowledge of language embodied
is considered by Itkonen
'certain'.

(1978:151) to be both

In addition, he provides

guistic knowledge that are not
cluding

in rules of

language

'general'

'general' or

to account

lin-

'certain', in-

'uncertain atheoretical Icnowledge of language'.

(1978:151) does this in order

and

for various types of

Itlconen

for such phenomena as

linguistic change, linguistic variation and, what he calls,
'extraordinary

use of language'.

R u l e s involved

in

linguistic
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change are not 'certain':

they 'hold only

approximately',

'social control' having been 'decreased' in their case.
rules involved in linguistic variation, including
variation, are not 'general' in the sense of being
knowledge in a speech community.

As for

common

'extraordinary

of language', Itkonen (1978:152) claims it to be

use

'a self-

evident truth that where something exceptional is being
rules must prove

And

idiolectal

done,

insufficient'.

In what way, then, has Itkonen used 'the Wittgensteinian approach' to arrive at the ontological position that
rules have a common knowledge character?

linguistic

What Itkonen

(1978:

110-113) has done is, in essence, to invoke the Wittgensteinian
argument against the existence of private languages.
of this argument, as reconstructed by Pateman

The core

(1987:65), is as

quoted below:
'... that an inner process stands in need of outward criteria (logical, but non-reductive, behaviourism) ; that for someone to be said to follow
a rule, it must be possible for them to make a
mistake and be corrected; and that this can only
occur in interaction or possible interaction,
since one's own memory cannot serve as the criterion for determining whether one has, on some
occasion, followed a rule correctly.
So if no
one disputes that language involves rules, linguistic rules must be public rather than private
objects, and the character of these public objects
is elucidated in the common knowledge
i.e.
social object
analysis.'
The two fundamental theses of this Wittgensteinian argument, in
Itkonen's

(1978:112) own formulation, are

'first of all, that such psychological concepts as
knowledge [and language
R.P.B.I are inseparable from outward criteria, and secondly, that
rules must be intersubjective or social.'
When these two theses are brought to bear on the question of
the 'nature of language', Itkonen (1978:112) claims, then it
'follows'
'... that language, as well as knowledge of it, is
inseparable from the use of language which conforms
to social rules.'
This conclusion has led Itkonen (1978:133) to reject the Chom-
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skyan conception of language since, on Itkonen's view, this
conception is 'demonstrably equivalent to the
conception'.

private-language

The same conclusion, moreover, has led Itkonen

to reject the Chomskyan distinction between linguistic competence and linguistic

performance.

Itkonen conceives of language as a set of rules existing at
the level of common knowledge.
serious shortcomings.

This conception has rather

A first one is its reliance on the Witt-

gensteinian argument against the possibility of private languages.

Fundamental to this argument is the belief that beha-

viour is criteria! for the ascription of mental states to
people.

This belief, Chomsky

(1980:48, 52-53;

1986:259) has

convincingly argued, represents a piece of dogma that places a
crippling constraint on normal scientific work.

Rather than

assigning to behaviour the status of a criterion for mental
states, it should on Chomsky's view be considered a potential
source of evidence for the existence of such states.
is important, Chomsky

And it

(1980a:48) has argued, that behaviour

represents only one of the potential sources from which such
evidence may in principle be derived:
'... if such knowledge [of language
R.P.B.]
is characterized in terms of mental state and
structure, behavior simply provides evidence for
possession of knowledge, as might facts of an
entirely different order
electrical activity of the brain, for example.'
And to Dummett's

(1981) unargued claim that we identify know-

ledge 'solely by its [behavioural] manifestations', Chomsky
(1986:259) has responded in similar vein:
'To say that we identify knowledge (or the structure of knowledge, or the internal state of knowledge, or the system of rules constituting
knowledge, etc.) "solely by its manifestations"
is true only in the sense that the nineteenthcentury chemist identified the structure of benzene "solely by its manifestations."
In fact, we
identify the system of knowledge of language that
accounts for facts concerning (2) (= who was persuaded to like him), (3) (= John is too stubborn
to talk to), and so forth by such manifestations
of this knowledge as the judgments concerning
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referential dependence, by judgments concerning
other expressions, by behavior of speakers of
other Languages, and in principle in many other
ways as discussed earlier.'
If behaviour is merely one of the potential sources of evidence
for mental states, the Wittgensteinian argument against the
possibility of private languages lacks the power attributed to
it by Itkonen and others:

from the absence of behavioural

evidence for a mental state such as a private language it does
not follow that this mental state does not exist. Itkonen, consequently, has failed to discredit the Chomskyan view that
language and languages exist as mental states of individuals or,
alternatively, as mentally represented bodies of
47
knowledge.
Chomsky

'individual'

(1986:225ff.) has also offered grounds of a more gene-

ral kind for rejecting Wittgensteinian skepticism
articulated by Kripke (1982)

as

about the ascription of the

following of a private rule to a person (Jones).

Such ascrip-

tion, when done by a scientist, cannot be objectionable
Chomsky argues

if it is done within the framework of an

explanatory theory satisfying the usual empirical criteria of
adequacy.

Chomsky

(1986:236-7) holds, that is, that scien-

tists should adopt the following general approach:
'We amass evidence about Jones [the person to. whom
rule following is ascribed], his behavior, his
judgements, his history, his physiology, or whatever else may bear on the matter.
We also consider comparable evidence about others, which is
relevant on the plausible empirical assumption that
their genetic endowment is in relevant respects the
same as his, just as we regard a particular sample
of water as water, and a particular fruit fly as a
fruit fly. Vie then try (in principle) to construct
a complete theory, the best one we can, of relevant
aspects of how Jones is constructed
of the
kind of 'machine' he is, if one likes.'
Provided that this 'complete theory' meets the required empirical constraints, it may legitimately be concluded that the
person

(Jones) is following the rules of the particular

language.

A second shortcoming of Itkonen's conception of language concerns the ontological status of what he calls

'common'.

Itkonen
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seems to believe that, since
be

'private', it has to be

(knowledge of) language

'common'.

basis of the private-language
at all.

But given the

argument,

cannot
flawed

this does not

follow

What Itkonen has to do is to present arguments of

the proper kind

to the effect

that whatever

'common', does not represent something
derivative.

it is that is

that is ontologically

That is, Itkonen has to show that what he por-

trays as 'common' knowledge of language is not

ontologically

a secondary

product of the

(epi-)phenomenon:

the ill-defined

overlapping of bodies of individual knowledge of
In this connection, he

(1978:127) claims

language.

that

'... since a rule exists at the level of common
knowledge, it cannot be analysed as a set of particular beliefs held by individual persons.'
But Itkonen fails to present considerations which are

clearly

pertinent to establishing whether what he portrays as

'common'

represents an entity that is indeed ontologically
In this regard, note that accounting

fundamental.

for the fact that what one

person says is understood by another does not make
sary step to postulate
ontologically

fundamental.

struction of

as

Note, too, that to take such a

step would be, of course, to use the same flawed
on Chomsky's

it a neces-

'a common knowledge of language'

logic which

(1989:10) analysis, is central to Dummett's con48
'common languages'.

A third shortcoming of Itkonen's ontological claim that rules
of language have a common knowledge character is of an empirical sort.

Specifically,

sary support

this claim does not receive the neces-

from phenomena of language acquisition and

guistic inventiveness.

As for language acquisition,

(1987:66) has shown that it is not necessary
nen' s notion of

'common knowledge'

lin-

Pateman

to invoke

Itko-

in order to understand

a child can begin to speak and communicate

how

successfully:

'To do that [i.e., to 'enter' a language community
R . P . B . ] the child must begin (on any but the
strongest nativist view of language a c q u i s i t i o n )
by making falsifiable abductions about the linguistic conventions (rules) which obtain in its community, and which generate the speech output the
child receives as input. On this basis, the child
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can begin to speak and communicate successfully.
But that is to say that falsifiable knov^ledge is
sufficient for the child to communicate, and that
being a party to conventions is unnecessary to
its doing so. No doubt the child insensibly
becomes a party to conventions, if conventions
define the language of its community, but that it
does so appears on this view a contingent matter.'
Moreover, Pateman (1987:67) observes, the child

'abduces'

its

rules not from the rules held in common by its 'interlocutors',
but rather from the output of those rules.

According to Pate-

man, this indicates that the child makes no use of the common
knowledge character of those rules.

As for linguistic inventiveness, Itkonen's

'common knowledge'

conception of language obviously restricts language acquisition to the acquisition of already existing

'common

languages'.

But, as Pateman (1987:67-72) argues in some detail, various
acquisitional phenomena discussed in the literature
that children invent new rules, rules whose
shared character is missing'.

indicate

'collectively

Three phenomena, in particular,

evidence this kind of linguistic inventiveness in language
learning children.

Firstly, as has been shown by Bickerton

(1981:5-6), the children of each first Creole generation
strip' the knowledge of their parents:

'out-

expanding the pidgin

spoken by their parents, they acquire rules for which there is
no evidence in this pidgin.

Secondly, work by Corder

(1981)

and others indicates that learners of a second language, too,
acquire a system, a so-called interlanguage, that exhibits
what Pateman

(1987:86) calls

'spontaneously generated

These features are 'derivable' neither from the

features'.

learners'

first language nor from the language targeted by the learners
for acquisition.

Thirdly, evidence presented by Feldman, Goldin-

Meadow and Gleitman

(1978)

Meadow and Mylander

(1990)

creativity of deaf children.

and more recently by Goldinhighlights the

linguistic

This evidence concerns

deaf children of hearing parents who do not use sign
Such children, Pateman (1987:69) emphasizes,

isolated
language.

spontaneously

develop signing systems as a means of communicating with their
'hearing interactants'.

Pateman (1987:70) considers in detail

the bearing which these three kinds of 'material' about lin-
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guistic inventiveness have on Itkonen's claim that rules of
language have a common knowledge character.

He concludes that

there is no obvious way in which Itkonen can counter the
'falsifying character' of 'the operation of private rules' evidenced by this material.

The facts involved, Pateman also

argues, are linguistic facts that are not

'social facts' as

well.

Since they relate to creolization, to second language acquisition, and to (first) language acquisition by deaf

children,

the three phenomena considered above are in a sense

'special'.

Data about ordinary first language acquisition by normal children, however, are equally, if not more, embarrassing to the
contention that language exists as Itkonian common knowledge.
These data indicate, as has been repeatedly pointed out by
Chomsky

(e.g. 1985:7-8), that in the case of normal

language

acquisition too the stimulus is strikingly impoverished.

For

important aspects of the (I-)language acquired by normal children, that is, there is no evidence at all in their
environment.

In short:

linguistic

within the framework of poverty of

the stimulus arguments, Chomsky

(1980:134-135) has made a

strong case for the conception of language as something biological, something that 'grows' or 'matures' in the

individual.

Itkonen has yet to show that the conception of language as
something social can be squared with such poverty of the stimulus data.

To show this at all convincingly, he would have

to proceed from a more adequate grammatical description of
what it is that is acquired.

Specifically, it will not do to

proceed on the basis of a single, a-typically simple and concrete rule such as 'In English the definite article precedes
the noun'.

Rather, to mount even a minimally

convincing

demonstration, Itkonen would have to account for the acquisition of the rules or principles which have standardly

figured

in Chomsky's poverty of the stimulus arguments.

In sum:

in order to present a credible case for his

'social'

conception of language, Itkonen would have to show that criticisms such as those outlined above do not really harm his contention that rules of language have a common knowledge character.^®
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Veiling It Verbally

T o say that something

for example an entity,

practice or whole realm of reality
characterize

it ontolggically

is

structure,

'social' is not to

in a fundamental way.

been the position adopted by many leading social

rists who have given serious thought to the q u e s t i o n
the nature of social reality?'.

from studies such as Johnson, Dandeker
of Social

Theory

tempted to characterize

has

'What is

'Social' has not been found by

them to be a basic ontological category.

Structure

This

(meta-)theo-

R a t h e r , as is clear

and A s h w o r t h ' s

(1984:13ff),

The

these scholars have at-

the nature of social reality as

mately being in some sense material or

ideal.

ulti-

Both the mate-

rialist and the idealist characterizations of the n a t u r e of
social reality have come in two basic

versions.

Materialism
1.

Empiricism:

Social reality is fundamentally

material.

It is made up, that is, of material events w h i c h are particular, individual, unique.

It m a y be c o n s t r u e d ,

over, as an infinite complex of c a u s a l r e l a t i o n s
events.^^

more-

between
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2.

Substantialism:
rial.

Social reality

is fundamentally

It is made up, that is, of general

tional wholes, not of purely unique things.

The

'social' structures underlie and give rise to
dual

mate-

configurareal

indivi-

manifestations.^^

Idealism
1.

Subjectivism:

Social reality

is fundamentally

It is made up, that is, of m e a n i n g s which are
constructed.

These meanings a r e ideas and

tions which human actors hold a b o u t
2.

Rationalism:

Social reality

general

'thing-in-itself

interpreta-

society.^^

is fundamentally

It is made up, that is, of ideas.
which

ideal.
socially

ideal.

Yet it is a real and

is independent of

its

elements.^^

Johnson, Dandeker and Ashworth
much of sociological
call the

(1984) show in some detail

(meta-)theorising

within what

'projects' of Weber, Durkheim, Marx, Parsons

(more recently) Giddens and Bhaskar

has been

to develop specific ontologies which articulate,
or transcend these four fundamental
of the nature of social reality'.

is, however, characterized

This means that the m a j o r attempts

internal

to infuse

the required

'resolutions'

'social' in a

'resolution'

blem of the nature of social reality.
and Ashworth

(1984:225-226)

problem
and

'tensions'.^^

principled way with deeper ontological content have
'dilemmas' rather-than

concerned

synthesize

'resolutions to the

by serious

they

and

On Johnson, Dandeker

Ashworth's analysis each and every o n e of these

that

produced

to the pro-

Thus, Johnson,

Dandeker

observe:

'We cannot, however, present as a conclusion to
our argument such a dialectical resolution of the
dilemmas of social theory.
T h e r e is no such resolution available to be presented.
We are here
merely presenting a goal.
Such a resolution has
still to be thought;
to be worked toward.
It is
a task that must be the work of generations of
social scientists who are forced by the failure
of one strategy or another to seek a resolution.'
In a nutshell:

the nature of social reality has s'till to be
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captured

in more fundamental ontological

terms.
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On the one hand:
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have
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lutions' of the problem of the nature of social reality
still remarkably
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tentative and relatively

shallow.
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such
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tions' are quite arbitrary and virtually

empty.

proponents of the idea that

is something

'social'

(a) language
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of elevating

The point

has

out,
its

for

Seaming,
which

lesson

Dear

' , and

Buyer,

conception
well

put

less

'abstruse'?

that language
cannot

vidual
Chen
and

important:

is something

fashionably

minds.

a point,

this

Social

else

Bowed-but-not-Beat
ontology

patched

on

Blue,

mode.

Seamsters
back

en Blue,

to individual

it
the
the

happen

minds?

to have

that
indiyou

the social

not

entities

panel

For
to

Stitch.

up your

for

manage

of

together.
seem

as social

of

believe

ontology,

sewing

however,

(Only,

if I can
(still)

moreover,

overall

on but the Slipped

languages

see

the existence

harmoniously

sadly,

seems,

co be a bit

you

Suppose,

(any longer)

panel

so it

I care

let me

Job on your hands:

which

has
as

by m a n u f a c t u r e r s

Suppose

at a coherent

mental

to fall

guistic

Would

'social'.

deny

To arrive

have a seaming

anything

Bilious

metaphysical

the individual

doing

of language.

Sure,

in monosyllabic

by

four.

is all

conceptions

so

has

Saussure:

has not been at all well understood

'social'

you

number

too,

murky,
a

been

for

roots

final

'Certainly
no linguist in the twentieth
century
undergone
as many ideologically-driven
readings
Saussure
a combined result of the
revolutionary nature of his thought,
the way in which
was preserved,
and the fact that he was not on
scene as an acadenti c-poli ti cal force to protest
egregiously ideological
misreadings , '
So much

as

'Sapir.

too often

to

concep-

'In the

conceptualists

alas

reference

by

has

or

ex-

by pointing

of language

thinking of Saussure'.

been

of language

out':

up

some-

autonomous
has

to say,

conception

make

being

something
'fluidity'

'pointing

Saussure

really

language

conception

to be a social

others

not

I am ashamed

particular

'The social

both

on.

best:

psychological,

their

in the linguistic

could

philosophical

pedigreed

that

of amongst

accounts,

they liked

in a mercenary

tioneers

took

this history

on careful

have

Or do

sleeve
are

an answer

a

you.
lin-

neatly
here.
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please

don't

at its

fashions,

knowing
other

haul

what

to make

comparably

before,

flating

ways

of frocks

of course,

were

conceptioneers

'social'
number

with

conceptions

six

goes

used

popularity

'social'

che hang

unexplored
that

of
concate-

the

ontolo-

language

to the end

and

to confess

collapsing

and

is a

of lesson

about

what

num-

to do now

an adequate
in essence?'?
Buyer,

it seems
exercise

balancing

that

answer

But,

Fig

really

Leaf

to the

Where
to me

this

is what

of an ontological
bare,

'social'

for scantily

to

of

lesson
predi-

unveil.

however,

both

instead

been

has

covering

up

igno-

is.

Philosophy,

do we go from
that

and

their

the creation

Regrettably,

tormenting

indeed,

on

Co lay

senses,

Fig Leaf

Founda-

explaining

concentrating

of course.

language

the first

towards

the function

technical

as a FoundationaJ

rance

to create
way

is to reveal,

of language,

in its ordinary

some

of language.

is all about,

such as

The essence

final

levi's

terminology,

Hunch

us

Looking
not

five.

Which

What

to leave

brings

tion Fashions.

used

of getting

telescoping

the Hallidayan

semiotic'This

lapelled

As I have had

distinctions,

So I have
of

(1978).

of imagination,

flies,

incapable

unstitching

and so on.

Fig leaves,

cate

of Halliday
lack

with

of styling:

implications

'social

my own

confusing creations.

concepts,

gories,

ber

only

I am conceptually

this studio's

gical

me into the House
I see

too. has not

question
here?

we cannot

any

the Exercise

the Book of Good and Bad B u y s .

'What

Well,

is

furnished
language

Despairing

longer put off

the

Eschatological:
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NOTES

1.

For references bearing out this claim
Spence

1957;

and Pateman

2.

Koerner 1973:45ff.;

see, for

Kaldewaij

example,

1986:16-20

1987:57-59.

In the words of the Cours

(1916:30), la langue

is

tresor d e p o s e par la pratique de la p a r o l e dans
appartenant a une meme communaute, un systeme

' un

les

sujets

grammatical

existant virtuellem.ent dans chaque cerveau, ou plus
ment dans les cerveaux d'un ensemble d ' i n d i v i d u s ;
langue n'est complete dans aucun, elle n ' e x i s t e
ment que dans la masse.'

Harris's recent

of the community

translation

'a fund a c c u m u l a t e d

'la langue' alternatively

(p. 9, 76) and

for

'a language, system'

In the words of the Cours

Harris

as 'linguistic
(p.

vue d'exprimer
psycho-physique
naisons'.

le code de

sa pensee personnelle;

2°

le

reads as follows:

'Speech

will and the intelligence,

(Saussure

' un

lequel

par

les-

la langue

qui lui permet d ' e x t e r i o r i s e r

In Harris's translation

is

dans

1° les c o m b i n a i s o n s

le sujet parlant utilise

trans-

structure'

(1916:30-31), la parole

il convient de distinguer:

ces

combi-

1983:14)

this

... is an individual a c t of
in which o n e m u s t

(2) the psycho-physical m e c h a n i s m w h i c h
these

combinations.

the

distinguish:
the

code provided by the language in order to e x p r e s s his

ables him to externalise

en

mecanisme

(1) the combinations through w h i c h the speaker uses

thought, and

the
but

14).

acte individuel de volonte et d ' i n t e l l i g e n c e ,

quelles

more

is never complete in any single i n d i v i d u a l ,

exists perfectly only in the c o l l e c t i v i t y ' .

3.

members

in every b r a i n , or

in the brains of a group of i n d i v i d u a l s ;

language

lates

follows:

by the

through the practice of speech, a gramma-

tical system existing potentially
exactly

la

parfaite-

(Saussure 1983:13) of this formulation reads as
'the/their language' is

exactecar

own
en-
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4.

In the words of the Cours

(1916:112):

'Evitant de

ste-

riles definitions de mots, nous avons d'abord

distingue,

au sein du phenomene

langage,

deux facteurs:
translation

total que represente

la iangue et la parole.'

le

In Harris's

(Saussure 1983:76) here is how this

reads:

'Avoiding the sterility of merely v e r b a l d e f i n i t i o n s , we
began by distinguishing, within the global phenomenon of
language,

between linguiscic

structure

and

Kaldewaij

speech'.

5.

Cf. Koerner

1973:54, 55, 58;

6.

Cf. Koerner

1973:54, 55, 56.

7.

Cf. Koerner

1973:56;

8.

Cf. Koerner

1973:55-56.

9.

Over the years various scholars, emphasizing the

influence

of Durkheim's sociology on S a u s s u r e ' s

thinking,

Kaldewaij

1986:57.

linguistic

have either explicitly or implicitly

claimed this to be

the case.

(1952),

Koerner mentions V e n d r y e s

(1962), Kukenheim
as cases in point.

(1966), Robins
Koerner

(1973:52ff) argues at

length against the contention that

Koerner

Doroszewski

(1967) and Dinneen

theory is essentially Durkheimian

10.

1986:18-19.

'Saussure's
in

linguistic

nature'.

(1973:53) speculates t h a t Saussure

'may have

received his inspiration concerning the social
of language m o r e probably

from W h i t n e y ' .

character

He bases

speculation on the fact that S a u s s u r e referred
to the way in which Whitney
[sic] a social

11.

'had assimilated

this

explicitly

Iangue

with

institution'.

In the words of the Cours

(1916:143):

'Bref, la notion

d'etat de Iangue ne peut etre q u ' a p p r o x i m a t i v e .
guistique

(1967)

some

statique, comme dans

la plupart des

aucune demonstration n'est p o s s i b l e sans une
tion conventionnelle des

donnees'.

En

lin-

sciences,
simplifica-
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12.

In this quotation,

13.

In the words of the Cours
langue

'CLG' refers to our S a u s s u r e

R.P.B.]

(1916:112):

'Elle

1916.

[i.e.

la

est I'ensemble d e s h a b i t u d e s

lin-

guistiques qui permettent a un sujet de comprendre et de
se faire

14.

Koerner

comprendre'.

(1973:52-53) continues:

'representation'

'... though

R.P.B.] appears

it

[i.e.

to imply w h a t

meant by the German expression " V o r s t e l l u n g " ;

tion, there are no sources for either of the two
rences of the term
example

(cf. CLGIE),

i4 and

149).

occur-

The

best

is perhaps Saussure's a f f i r m a t i o n that a p h o n e m e

or an "image acoustique" is not identical with
(which is purely physical), but
psychique".

[is] its

sound

"empreinte

This observation, h o w e v e r , would- not

lead

back to Durkheim's concept but to statements made
B a u d o u i n de Courtenay during the 1890s

15.

Itkonen
to the

is

in addi-

..."

(1978:59) comes to a similar c o n c l u s i o n
'ontological and epistemological

sure' s 'language-game'

by

in regard

nature' of

Saus-

[in terms of w h i c h , a n a l o g o u s

to

chess, language is a system of e n t i t i e s w h o s e r e l a t i o n s
each

other were determined

by conventions

or

'Nor did he inquire into its [the language's]

psychologi-

cal and sociological substrata, a l t h o u g h he was
aware of their existence.

He clearly

16.

In the words of the Cours

(1916:29):

fully

considered

questions as lying outside of linguistics

all

these

proper'.

'Entre tous

les

individus ainsi relies par le langage, il s'etablira
sorte de moyenne:

tous reproduiront,

sans doute, mais approximativement
unis aux memes

17.

non

les memes

(1916:128):

'L'etude

signes

synchroni-

que n'a pas pour objet tout ce qui est simultane,

langue;

une

exactement

concepts.'

In the words of the Cours

seulement

to

rules]:

mais

I'ensemble des faits c o r r e s p o n d a n t a chaque
dans

la mesure ou cela sera n e c e s s a i r e ,

la

sepa-
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ration ira jusqu'aux dialectes et aux
Au fond le terme de synchronique

sous-dialectes.

n'est pas assez

precis;

il devrait etre remplace par c e l u i , un peu long il est
vrai, de idiosynchronique

18.

. '

In the words of the Cours

(1916:30):

'la langue

n'est

complete dans aucun, elle n'existe parfaitement que dans
la masse.'

19.

Conventionally,

the term idiolect

is used to denote

linguistic system of an individual
Crystal
it

20.

(1985:152) alternatively
the spealcer's

as

but equivalently

'personal

'shows the

of be in a variety of syntactic e n v i r o n m e n t s ' ,
(Labov

NP

:

She

2.

PA

:

He fast

in everything
the

Loc

You out

4.

Neg

But

5.

Ving

He Just

6.

gon

one

1986:181-185;

feel

up from

He gon'

1979;

Pateman

started

not
like

Other

linguists

he

us

up.

W o l f r a m and Fasold
1983:77-80;

1974;

Wardhaugh

1987:60-62.

and Newmeyer

cf. W a r d h a u g h

variable rules have vis-a-vis

linguistic competence and

Pateman

(1987:60) thinks that L a b o v

1983:

1986:182

any d i s t i n c t i o n

between

linguistic

status

that exists
performance.

'does seek to avoid

the Platonism or vulgar D u r k h e i m i a n i s m
variable

crip-

arthritis.

try get

Newmeyer

black.

have argued that it is not clear w h a t theoretical

23.

off.

do.

he gettin'

For this point cf. Bickerton 1971:461;
80.

including

game.

everybody

Cf., e.g., Biclcerton 1971, 1973;
Kay and McDaniel

22.

the first

3.

ple

21.

absence

1977:67-69):

1.

:

defines

dialect.'

BEV, in contrast to Standard E n g l i s h ,

the following

the

speaker, or

of making

rule a property of the c o m m u n i t y

the

independent of
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the individuals collectively considered by
to individuals distributively a mentally

attributing

represented

grammar the rules of v;hich are isomorphic with the community grammar'.

On Pateman's judgement, however,

'there

is no basis for this (attribution! claim' of Labov's.
24.

For other problems with Labov's linguistic ontology
Pateman 1987:61-62.

been criticized from a non-ontological
Wardhaugh

perspective.

(1986:182), for example, has argued that in

such cases as that of the variable
to write

cf.

The use of variable rules has also

(L) it is not possible

'even a single variable rule'.

guists

e.g. Newmeyer

(1979:152)
devices'

And various

lin-

(1983:79) and Kay and McDaniel

have noted that as

'data-displaying

'there is no sense in which such rules could

be said to explain anything', to use a formulation of
Newmeyer's.

25.

Cf., e.g., It)conen 1 978 : 62-63f f . ;
Kaldewaij 1986:52-53.

Katz 1981:7-8;

Sapir is conventionally

to have been one of the four 'great' or

and

considered

'central'

figures

in the early development of structural linguistics

in

North America, the other three being Boas, Whorf and
Bloomfield.
Fought

26.

For this appraisal cf., e.g., Hymes and

1975.

As noted by Katz (1981:15), this quotation represents a
typical case in which Sapir uses the terms
and 'speech' interchangeably.

variable usage will be encountered

27.

'language'

More instances of this
below.

For a discussion of Chomslcy's theory of language

acquisi-

tion cf., e.g., Chomslcy 1 986 : 51 f f .; and Botha 1 989 : 1 2-47,

28.

We will see below that, in a different context, Sapir
does seem to provide for an innate aspect of

29.

Some linguists
( 1 967:1 10);

e.g. Teeter
Katz (1981:8)

language.

(1964:200);
sppm t-n have

McCawley
=
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Sapir as having denied that there are

linguistic

univer-

sals.

30.

This is clear from Hymes 1970:258ff.;

and

Kaldewaij

1986:53-54.

31.

Hymes

(1970:258-266), in fact,

has

provided

some

histori-

cal perspective on the dynamics of Sapir's thinking on
the relation between language and culture.
insightful

cussion does not resolve or
questions raised

32.

But,

'dissolve'

the

ontological

above.

For references to the mentalistic d i m e n s i o n of
linguistic ontology cf,, e.g., Chomsky
McCawley

though

from a historical point of view, Hymes's dis-

1967;

Sapir's

1964:97,

and, of a more recent d a t e ,

108;

Kaldewaij

1986:55-56.

33.

Kaldewaij

(1986:56) notes that Sapir's view of

the

psychological reality of phonemes is strikingly
to Saussure's view^of phonological
not consider

units:

parallel

Saussure

the point of view of the language system.
from the latter angle, rather, is the

What

'image

34.

acoustique':

Scattered

through Sapir's works, there are many
e.g. Sapir's

speech has priority over actual speech.
sion of this view cf. Itkonen

Note, incidentally,

that,

'idea' of

For some

discus-

that Sapir seems to differ from

'social unconsciousness'.

needed a

the

1978:63.

sure in regard to the existence of a

psychological

more

(1921:46, n. 2) view

as the object of grammatical d e s c r i p t i o n ,

of

form

signs.

such fragments:

35.

from

matters

the psychological representation of sounds in the
of

did

speech sounds as such to be significant

'social mind'

Sausor

To interlink the social and

'sides' of langue,

S a u s s u r e appears to have

'social psychology' that provided for some kind

'esprit

collectif.
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36.

This discussion of Dummett's linguistic ontology is based
mainly on Dummett 1986.

The basic claims of this ontology

have however been expressed in earlier studies as well,

37.

including Dummett 1975;

1976;

In earlier work, Dummett

(1975:134-135) used the expres-

sions

and 1978:chap.

'a shared language' and '(a kind of)

to denote what he now calls 'a common

38.

23.

superlanguage'

language'.

Some of these flaws have been outlined

in par. 3.1.1

of

SPIL 22 (1990).

39.

Chomsky knows of only one attempt
Trevor Pateman's (1987).

'to face the problem',

But he finds this attempt

flawed

for reasons to which we will return in par. 5.6 below.

40.

For Chomsky's criticisms of the identification of knowledge of language with the ability to use language see
also his rejection of Kenny's (1984:138ff.)

contention

that he, i.e. Chomsky, is seriously confused in drawing a
distinction between knov/ledge of language and the ability
(or capacity) to use language..

41.

Chomsky

(1988d:3ff.) argues that his

mentalistic/biol-

ogistic conception of language, by contrast, is capable
of providing a satisfactory account of these phenomena
since it incorporates the necessary conceptual
tions.

distinc-

Central amongst these are, first, the distinction

between knowledge of a language and the ability to use
that knowledge and, second, the distinction between a
'generative procedure' and the 'internal

representation

of such a procedure'.
42.

Recall that, on Chomsky's
mett believes to be the
involves

(1988c:5) analysis, what Dum-

'fundamental sense of

'complex and obscure sociopolitical,

cultural and normative-teleological

elements'.

language'
historical,
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43.

Duramett

(1986:474-475) has shown an awareness of some of

the problems involved
'language community':
nity?

in the use of the notion of a
'What, then,

is a language

cannot be defined without using the concept of a

44.

Pateman

that

(so that though people believe

than an object
in witches or

lish, it does not follow that w i t c h e s or English
(2) that the objects in the chac-clauses of

are referentially

45.

Chomsky

exisc)

opaque'.

(1988d:22, n. 4) observes

that the

fluctuating

in terms of Pateman's conception of languages,

means,

that he or

'speak a great many languages, changing

from

moment to moment, depending on how he or she chooses
identify with one or another c o m m u n i t y

46.

Pateman

of

Eng-

beliefs

and transient nature of such beliefs of a person

she may

'(in-

'(1) an object of

belief may not exist as anything other

and

it

language'.

(1987:75, n. 17) adopts two conditions for

tentional) objects of b e l i e f :

belief

commu-

It obviously cannot be defined geographically:

(1987:57) takes a linguistic

to

...'.

fact to be

'the kind

of fact for w h i c h a grammar or a rule of grammar can be
written'.

A social fact he c h a r a c t e r i z e s as

pre-exists any individual considered

'a fact

distribuLively

does not pre-exist every individual considered

that
but

collective-

ly'.

47.

For a more general discussion of the

limitations of Witt-

gensteinian arguments against the possibility of
languages cf. Pateman
of

1987:122ff.

(idiosyncratic) details of Itkonen's use of

gensteinian approach' cf. Carr

private

And for a critique
'the Witt-

1990:101-102.

48.

For this point of Chomsky's cf. par. 5.5

49.

As has been argued by Carr

above.

(1990:102-104),

there are

problems with Itkonen's linguistic ontology.
contends that Itkonen's portrayal of

other

Thus Carr

linguistic objects as
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'fundamentally
analysis a
is that

normative'

is quite p r o b l e m a t i c .

'fairly major defect'

'he excludes

in Itkonen's

On

Carr's

proposals

the objects of g r a m m a t i c a l

inquiry

(sentences and their properties) in his philosophy

of

linguistics by claiming that the o b j e c t s of inquiry
normative rules describable by means of rule

Carr, m o r e o v e r , fails to see how n o t i o n s such as
tion',

'constituency',

'hierarchicality',

'complementation' and so on

are

sentences'.
'func-

'modification',

n o t i o n s that

Itkonen

would have

to adopt on Carr's view to

'improve' his

over-

simplified

rule-sentences

be said to be

norma-

tive.

could

This brings us to a final e x a m p l e of a

aspect of Itkonen's conception of
not discussed above:

his

'linguistic

questionable
knowledge'

(1978:127) c o n t e n t i o n

that

'There is no language without c o n s c i o u s n e s s , and no consciousness v/ithout social control of

it' .

It is

unclear

how this contention is to be reconciled with the

fact

that a speaker has only tacit k n o w l e d g e of the v a s t majority of the rules postulated by a d e s c r i p t i v e l y
grammar of his/her

adequate

language.

50.

Cf. J o h n s o n , Dandeker and Ashworth

1984:35,

51.

Cf. J o h n s o n , Dandeker and Ashworth

1984:115.

52.

Cf. J o h n s o n , Dandel'ver and Ashworth

1 984:76.

53.

Cf. J o h n s o n , Dandeker and Ashworth

1984:149,

54.

Johnson, Dandeker and Ashworth

115.

(1984) contend

150.

for

example

that:
(a)

'In empiricism ... science and m e t a p h y s i c s a r e both
connected and disconnected.
... m e t a p h y s i c s are
allowed into science in a c c o r d a n c e with the rules
of empiricism ...;
yet once a l l o w e d in, such
imaginative insights open up empiricism to questions that undermine a strategy based entirely on
experience as the sole source of knowledge.'
(p. 31 )
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(b)

'In a particular version of the 'subjectivist
strategy', 'the inherent weakness and tension
...
is that it is finally forced into the
sterility of the claim that all knowledge is
locked for ever in the head of each individual
we can know nothing outside ourselves
(i.e. solipsism).'
(pp. 76-77)

(c)

'The core tension of substantialism manifests
itself as a problem of validation.
How is it
possible to determine the truth or certainty
of a statement about social reality when observation as a means of validation is rejected?'
(p. 118)

(d)

55.

The 'tensions' in Durkheimian rationalism
spring from its epistemology.
Specifically,
they spring from the rationalist belief that,
'although the empirical world is the object of
explanation, rational analysis 'must purge
individual thought of those elements that are
acquired by virtue of lived experiences ...'
(p. 162)

Thus we have seen in par. 5.4 above that Sapir rejected
the idea of postulating such an entity.

56.

Halliday's linguistic ontology includes
behaviour',

'language as knowledge',

'language as

'language as system'

and 'language as art', as he (1978:11) indicates by means
of the four boxes in the' following

diagram:
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lilerapy*

culture

Halliday

human
biology

( 1 978 : 1 3 ), moreover, contends that i f is possible

'to embed one perspective inside the other:

to treat lan-

guage behaviour as if it were an aspect of our
of language

knowledge

(and hence to see it in terms of the capacity

of the human brain), and also, though in a rather different sense, to treat the individual's knowledge of language as a form of behaviour.

In other words we can look

at social facts from a biological point of view, or at
biological facts from a social point of view'.

How these

views translate into more conventional ontological
ries and distinctions is unclear to me.

catego-

Even scholars who

are sympathetic towards Halliday seem to find it quite hard
to fathom concepts central to his thinking and to follow
his reasoning, as is clear from Butler's
Berry's (1982) discussion of his work.

(1985:chap. 5) and
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